Impact of Influenza on Acute Cardiopulmonary Hospitalizations in Pregnant Women
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This study sought to quantify influenza-related serious morbidity in pregnant women, as measured by hospitalizations for or death from selected acute cardiopulmonary conditions during predefined influenza seasons. The study population included women aged 15–44 years who were enrolled in the Tennessee Medicaid program for at least 180 days between 1974 and 1993. In a nested case-control study, 4,369 women with a first study event during influenza season were compared with 21,845 population controls. The odds ratios associated with study events increased from 1.44 (95% confidence interval (CI) 0.97–2.15) for women at 14–20 weeks' gestation to 4.67 (95% CI 3.42–6.39) for those at 37–42 weeks in comparison with postpartum women. A retrospective cohort analysis, which controlled for risk factors identified in the case-control study, identified 22,824 study events during 1,393,166 women-years of follow-up. Women in their third trimester without other identified risk factors for influenza morbidity had an event rate of 21.7 per 10,000 women-months during influenza season. Approximately half of this morbidity, 10.5 (95% CI 6.7–14.3) events per 10,000 women-months, was attributable to influenza. Influenza-attributable risks in comparable nonpregnant and postpartum women were 1.91 (95% CI 1.51–2.31) and 1.16 (95% CI −0.09 to 2.42) per 10,000 women-months, respectively. The data suggest that, out of every 10,000 women in their third trimester without other identified risk factors who experience an average influenza season of 2.5 months, 25 will be hospitalized with influenza-related morbidity. Am J Epidemiol 1998;148:1094–102.

The routine use of influenza vaccine in pregnant women is controversial. While the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices encourages influenza immunization for pregnant women (1), warnings from the manufacturers caution against routine use of the vaccine during pregnancy (2). A barrier to resolving this controversy is the lack of information regarding the risk of influenza-related complications among pregnant women. While influenza-associated excess mortality among pregnant women was documented during the 1918–1919 and 1957–1958 pandemics, it has not been documented during inter-pandemic periods (3–7). Case reports and papers on small case series published since that time have described women in the third trimester and early puerperium who died from influenza-related complications, but have not quantified risk (7–10). Mortality statistics underestimate the overall health impact of influenza on other known high risk groups, and acute respiratory disease hospitalizations may be a more accurate measure of serious influenza-related morbidity (11). These incidence data are not available for pregnant women.

With this study, we have attempted to quantify the risk of influenza-related complications among women of childbearing age. Such information should enable pregnant women, their health care practitioners, and public policy officials to make more informed choices regarding influenza immunization. We utilized a database developed for studying outcomes of pregnancy which included women aged 15–44 years who were enrolled in the Tennessee Medicaid program between 1974 and 1993. We first performed a nested case-control study of influenza-related hospitalizations to determine the relative risk of influenza morbidity associated with each stage of pregnancy in comparison with postpartum and nonpregnant states, and to iden-
tify other important risk factors for influenza-related serious morbidity. We then performed a retrospective cohort study to determine the incidence of influenza-associated morbidity and mortality for women of childbearing age.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Database

Data were obtained from linked research files developed for studying outcomes of pregnancy among women enrolled in the Tennessee Medicaid program (12). Medicaid data files included information on demographic characteristics, dates of enrollment, hospital and outpatient diagnoses, prescriptions filled, and all other services billed to Medicaid. For women aged 15–44 years, these Medicaid files were linked to birth certificates and fetal death certificates to identify women with deliveries. The infant birth certificates included the date of the last maternal menstrual period, which permitted an estimate of stage of pregnancy. Medicaid files have also been linked to death certificates, which identify the date of death and the coded underlying cause of death (13).

Population

All women aged 15–44 years of African-American or white ethnicity with at least 180 days of enrollment in the Tennessee Medicaid program were included in the study. Childbearing women outside this age range and of other ethnicities were too few to study. Women entered the study on the first day after June 30, 1974, that they met entry criteria, and they were followed until loss of enrollment, death, or June 30, 1993. The 180-day enrollment period was selected to optimize the availability of preexisting medical and drug records while allowing inclusion of women who enroll in Medicaid on the basis of a current pregnancy.

Definition of influenza seasons

The influenza season was defined each year by the dates of the first and last isolation of influenza virus in middle Tennessee, as determined by ongoing surveillance at Vanderbilt University (14). Comparison of these seasons with the timing of excess pneumonia and influenza deaths estimated for 11 cities in Tennessee and surrounding states that participate in the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s 121-City Surveillance System yielded good face validity (15). Two of the 19 years studied (1978–1979 and 1979–1980) were defined as having no influenza season because of low influenza activity (less than five viral isolates). The mean duration of the remaining 17 seasons was 10.6 weeks (range, 6–23.2 weeks). Peri-influenza season was defined as each period from November 1 through April 30 in which there was no influenza activity. The influenza and peri-influenza seasons were compared with the dates of first and last isolation of respiratory syncytial virus, as determined by ongoing surveillance at Vanderbilt University, to determine the likelihood of cocirculation of this common winter virus with the influenza virus (14). Non-influenza season was defined as May 1 through October 31.

Study outcomes

Study outcomes included hospitalizations for pneumonia (International Classification of Diseases, Eighth Revision (ICD-8) (16), and International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) (17), codes 480–486) and influenza (ICD-8 codes 470–474 and ICD-9-CM code 487), as well as hospitalizations for a broader range of acute cardiopulmonary conditions, including other acute respiratory conditions (ICD-8 and ICD-9-CM codes 460–466), other respiratory conditions (ICD-8 and ICD-9-CM codes 490–519), and heart failure or myocarditis (ICD-8 codes 422 and 428 and ICD-9-CM codes 422, 427, and 428). Women who died with a similarly coded underlying cause of death were identified by death certificate. The results of analyses using hospitalization for pneumonia and influenza only and of those using all study events combined were similar; therefore, only the latter findings are presented here.

Ascertainment of pregnancy status

The major exposure of interest was pregnancy. Using the linked birth certificates, we characterized all eligible women by pregnancy status, as follows: 1) by week, in weeks 1–42 of pregnancy, 2) 1–30 days postpartum, 3) 31–180 days postpartum, and 4) no pregnancy in the past 180 days (includes never pregnant women). The date of the last menstrual period was available on the child’s birth certificate for approximately 85 percent of the women. For the remainder, the last menstrual period was assigned such that the child’s gestational age in weeks fit the median for children of the same race, weight, and birth year.

Ascertainment of other characteristics

We obtained information on the following additional characteristics from the database: age; enrollment category (recipient of Aid to Families with Dependent Children, pregnant, medically needy, or blind/disabled); residence (defined as urban (one of Tennessee’s four largest cities), other Standard Met-
ropolitan Statistical Area, or rural (non-Standard Met-
ropolitan Statistical Area)); hospitalization for any
condition in the previous 180 days, as an indicator of
underlying health; and receipt of influenza vaccine
during that season. In addition, high risk medical con-
ditions were categorized into six broad categories
based on diagnoses and procedures associated with
medical encounters and medications filled in the 180
days prior to the index date. These categories are
shown in table 1.

Case-control study

The case-control study was designed to identify risk
factors for the selected study events (see above) during
the predefined influenza seasons only. A woman qual-
ified as having a case of influenza-associated illness
on the day (index date) of her first study-defined
hospital admission (or date of death) during influenza
season; subsequent events were not analyzed. To con-
struct a sampling frame for control selection, we used
the index date for all cases during each influenza
season, and we randomly selected controls who met all
of the eligibility criteria for cases and were alive and
not hospitalized on the index date. We selected con-
trols to achieve five times the number of controls as
cases.

Retrospective cohort study

The cohort study was designed to identify all study
events (pneumonia, influenza, and other selected acute
cardiopulmonary conditions) occurring throughout the
year and to estimate rates of such events during influ-
enza seasons and other times of the year. In these
analyses, events occurring during peri-influenza sea-
son were used to estimate the occurrence of study
events due to other causes, including other winter
viruses, in the absence of influenza virus. We thus
identified all hospitalizations or deaths from a study
condition throughout the year among all eligible
women in the study cohort. All eligible person-time
was characterized by the major exposure of interest,
pregnancy, and the covariates defined above.

Statistical analysis

For the case-control study, the relative risk for first
eligible hospitalization during influenza season was
estimated from odds ratios calculated with a multiple
logistic regression model using SAS Proc Logistic
(SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina). We considered
all combinations of variables using tests of signifi-
cance of coefficients and deviance reduction as criteria
for inclusion. More attention was paid to those vari-
ables that influenced the risk estimates for pregnancy
status variables. Receipt of influenza vaccine, being in
the blind/disabled enrollment category, and age did
not affect these risk estimates, so these variables were
excluded from the cohort analysis. For comparisons of
pregnancy status, postpartum women were used as the
reference group.

For the retrospective cohort study, person-time and

| TABLE 1. Indicators of high risk medical conditions for women aged 15–44 years enrolled in the
| Tennessee Medicaid program, 1974–1993 |
|----------------------------------|----------------------------------|----------------------------------|
| High risk group                  | Inpatient or outpatient ICD-9-CM* code(s) | Medication indicators of high risk condition |
| Chronic pulmonary disease        | 277.0, 491–496, 500–506, 515–517, and 519.9 | Beta agonists, theophylline, inhaled steroids, ipratropium, cromolyn sodium |
| Diabetes mellitus                | 250 and 648.0 | Insulin, oral hypoglycemic agents |
| Chronic renal disease            | 581–583, 585, and 587, and procedure codes indicating dialysis | Chemotherapeutic agents |
| Malignancy                       | 140–199 (except 173) and 200–208 | Zidovudine, didanosine, zalcitabine, azathioprine, cyclosporin, filgrastim, sargramostim, 260 days of oral corticosteroids |
| Immunosuppressive disorders      | 042–044 and 136.3 | * International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (17). |

events were defined as high risk if they occurred in the 6 months following a hospitalization or involved any of the six medical conditions defined above. All other person-time and events were defined as low risk. The incidence of all study hospitalizations and deaths combined was calculated separately for high and low risk women for the influenza, peri-influenza, and non-influenza seasons by dividing the number of hospitalizations and deaths per selected time period by the women-time in that time period. Analyses were conducted using women-years, but results were translated to women-months for ease of interpretation. Pregnant women were categorized as being in the first (weeks 1–13), second (weeks 14–26), or third (weeks 27–42) trimester. Adjusted rates were computed using direct standardization (18). Adjusted rates were also computed with a multivariate Poisson regression model using SAS Proc GENMOD, and the rates were consistent with the direct standardized rates. For these analyses, postpartum women in the peri-influenza season were the reference group; factors in the final model included ethnicity, residence category, and length of influenza season. Influenza-attributable risk was calculated by subtracting the adjusted rates during the peri-influenza season from adjusted rates during the influenza season. The direct standardized rates are sums of Poisson parameters, and a normal approximation was used to generate 95 percent confidence intervals (19).

RESULTS

Case-control analysis

We identified 4,369 women of childbearing age enrolled in the Tennessee Medicaid program between 1974 and 1993 who had a first hospitalization or death from any study condition. We selected 21,845 controls randomly from the same population (table 2). There was a relatively high prevalence of pregnancy in this population, with 15 percent of controls being pregnant or in the first 6 months postpartum. This was a young population: 46 percent of controls were aged 18–24 years, 35 percent were aged 25–34 years, and 19 percent were aged 35–44 years. African Americans comprised more than half of the study group, and over half lived in urban areas. Most of the women (80 percent) were enrolled in the program on the basis of pregnancy or under the Aid to Families with Dependent Children provision. Approximately 6.7 percent of controls had been hospitalized within the previous 6 months, and 9 percent had at least one defined high risk condition, including 4.6 percent with lung disease, 1.7 percent with heart disease, 2.1 percent with diabetes mellitus, 0.2 percent with renal disease, 0.7 percent with cancer, and 0.4 percent with indicators of an immunosuppressed state, predominantly prolonged use of oral corticosteroids (table 3).

Controlling for demographic factors and high risk medical conditions, the estimated relative risk of hospital admission for study outcomes increased with increasing length of pregnancy (table 2). The associated odds ratios increased from 1.44 (95 percent confidence interval (CI) 0.97–2.15) during weeks 14–20 of pregnancy to 4.67 (95 percent CI 3.42–6.39) during weeks 37–42, as compared with the postpartum period. Exclusion of hospitalizations that resulted in a delivery did not change the results for weeks 1–31, but it decreased the estimated risks for the last two time periods, to an odds ratio of 2.85 (95 percent CI 2.04–3.99) for weeks 32–36 and an odds ratio of 1.25 (95 percent CI 0.79–1.96) for weeks 37–42. There was no increase in risk associated with the early puerperium (the first month postpartum), so all postpartum women were included in a single group for the final analyses. The relative risk for nonpregnant women was similar to the risk for postpartum women.

White ethnicity, residence in a non-urban area, and being in the blind/disabled enrollment category were demographic factors associated with an increased risk of hospitalization. Increasing age was a modest risk factor for study hospitalizations, with an average 2 percent increase in risk per year (table 3). Having any hospitalization in the past 6 months was an independent risk factor for hospital admission for study events (table 3), as was each of the other previously recognized high risk medical conditions.

Documentation of influenza vaccination in this population was rare. Approximately 26 women per 1,000 with high risk medical conditions, 5 women per 1,000 without identified high risk conditions, and less than 1

### Table 2. Odds ratio* for any cardiopulmonary event occurring during influenza season among women aged 15–44 years enrolled in the Tennessee Medicaid program, by pregnancy status, 1974–1993

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pregnancy status</th>
<th>Cases (n = 4,369)</th>
<th>Controls (n = 21,845)</th>
<th>OR†</th>
<th>95% CI†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Postpartum</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>1.0†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonpregnant</td>
<td>86.6</td>
<td>85.3</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.94–1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 1–7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.68–1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 8–13</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.79–1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 14–20</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.97–2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 21–26</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>1.74–3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 27–31</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>1.82–3.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 32–36</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>2.32–4.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 37–42</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>3.42–6.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Odds ratios were adjusted for all factors listed in table 3.
† OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval.
‡ Referent.
pregnant woman per 1,000 had a record of receiving influenza vaccine. Receipt of influenza vaccine was not associated with the study outcomes (table 3).

**Cohort analysis**

During the 19 study years, there were 1,393,166 women-years of follow-up, of which 19 percent were in influenza season, 30 percent were in peri-influenza season, and 50 percent were in non-influenza season. Respiratory syncytial virus season overlapped with influenza season 43 percent of the time, and it occurred exclusively during peri-influenza season 57 percent of the time. There were 7,688 hospitalizations or deaths from pneumonia or influenza during the entire study period and 22,824 total study events.

Ninety-one percent of women in this population had had no hospitalization or defined medical condition in the preceding 6 months. We examined the rate of hospitalization for study events among these low risk women. The incidence of study events was consistently higher during influenza season than during either the peri-influenza season (the period from November through April surrounding each influenza season) or the non-influenza season (table 4). For women in their third trimester, hospitalization rates were 21.74 per 10,000 women-months during influenza season as compared with 11.26 and 7.49 during the peri-influenza and non-influenza seasons, respectively, adjusting for ethnicity, residence category, and pregnancy season. The hospitalization rate among these low risk women increased with increasing length of pregnancy in all seasons, but most remarkably during influenza season, from 6.46 hospitalizations per 10,000 women-months for women in their first trimester to 21.74 for women in their third trimester.

Similar patterns of higher hospitalization rates during influenza season and increasing rates with increasing duration of pregnancy were observed for both low risk and high risk women (figure 1). However, high risk women, defined as those who had had a hospitalization or high risk condition in the previous 180 days (lower half of figure), had higher hospitalization rates than did their low risk counterparts (upper half of figure), regardless of pregnancy status. Rates during influenza season ranged from a low of 30.94 per 10,000 women-months among high risk postpartum women to a high of 110.44 per 10,000 women-months among high risk women in their third trimester.

To determine the number of study events attributable to influenza in this cohort, we calculated attributable risk by subtracting rates of hospitalization during peri-influenza season from rates during influenza season (table 4). This assumes that the rate during peri-influenza season is the background winter rate—that which would have occurred in the absence of influenza. Among low risk women, the influenza-attributable risk increased with increasing stage of pregnancy. Event rates due to influenza were close to 2 per 10,000 women-months in nonpregnant women.
as compared with approximately 3, 6, and 10 per 10,000 women-months among women in their first, second, and third trimesters, respectively. Among high risk women, the women-months of observation were fewer, and confidence intervals around these attributable rates were wide. However, influenza-attributable risks were high for all of these women, ranging from 7 and 10 per 10,000 women-months in postpartum and nonpregnant women to 31, 16, and 21 attributable events among high risk women in their first, second, and third trimesters, respectively.

During the study period, there were 356 women whose study event was associated with death; 164 deaths occurred during non-influenza season, 104 dur-
ing peri-influenza season, and 88 during influenza season. No pregnant women died from cardiopulmonary causes during influenza season.

**DISCUSSION**

This study identified being in a late stage of pregnancy as an independent risk factor for hospitalizations for influenza and pneumonia, as well as a broader range of acute cardiopulmonary conditions. Women aged 15–44 years in their third trimester of pregnancy were 3–4 times more likely than their postpartum counterparts to be hospitalized for an acute cardiopulmonary illness during influenza season. This increased risk of hospitalization puts women in their third trimester of pregnancy at a level of risk equal to or higher than that of persons identified in this and other populations as having high risk medical conditions, including chronic cardiac and renal disease, diabetes mellitus, and immunosuppression, for whom annual influenza vaccination is recommended (20, 21).

In this population, the incidence of acute cardiorespiratory hospitalizations during influenza season increased with increasing length of pregnancy. The highest incidence rates for study hospitalizations occurred among women in their third trimester of pregnancy with high risk medical conditions. The event rates attributable to influenza were greater than 10 per 10,000 women-months at all stages of pregnancy among these women with identified medical risk factors. Influenza immunization has been routinely recommended by the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices for all of these medically high risk women, regardless of pregnancy status (22). Our data support this recommendation.

The decision to immunize a pregnant woman without a high risk medical condition is a more challenging one. To better define the number of hospitalizations in this group that were attributable to influenza and thus were potentially preventable by influenza vaccine, we calculated the excess rate of study events occurring during influenza season. The attributable risk was determined by subtracting background incidence rates of acute cardiopulmonary hospitalization from rates during influenza season. The influenza-attributable risk in this study increased with increasing trimester of pregnancy among low risk women. Women in the third trimester of pregnancy had 10.5 excess study events per 10,000 women-months during influenza season. Thus, approximately 1.0 hospitalization per 1,000 women-months was attributable to influenza in this subgroup. Since the average potential exposure time to influenza virus in the 17 seasons included in this study was 2.5 months, we estimate that 2.5 hospitalizations per 1,000 third trimester women can be attributed to influenza. Assuming a vaccine efficacy rate of 80 percent in this population (22, 23), two hospitalizations per 1,000 are potentially preventable. Thus, immunizing 500 women would prevent at least one hospitalization among women who experience an average influenza season (2.5 months) during the third trimester of pregnancy. Using the same method, we estimate that immunizing 833 women would prevent at least one influenza-related hospitalization among similarly exposed women in the second trimester of pregnancy.

Our data suggest that postpartum women are not a group at high risk for cardiopulmonary hospitalization during influenza season. The rate of such hospitalizations returned quickly to baseline in the first month postpartum (data not shown) and remained similar throughout the 6-month postpartum period. Immunization of women who will be in the early postpartum period during influenza season has been considered as a possible means of protecting infants from influenza-related complications through the transfer of maternal antibody; however, there are insufficient data to support this practice to date (24).

Influenza seasons may vary greatly from region to region; therefore, we used local surveillance data to define our influenza seasons. Such data have been used in other observational studies to define the influenza season (11, 25, 26). Our definition of influenza season corresponded well to peak numbers of pneumonia and influenza deaths observed in 11 nearby cities (15). Other investigators have shown that the peak occurrence of acute adult respiratory illnesses, hospitalizations, and deaths coincides with influenza virus activity in the community (11, 21, 27) and that these measurements alone may be used to define influenza season (15, 28). We considered using peak morbidity to define influenza season in this population but preferred to define the season independently of the outcome measure.

We chose postpartum women as the reference group for all analyses, since these women are most similar to pregnant women demographically and healthwise. It is likely that our definition of comorbidity did not adequately control for all serious medical illness, and that among high risk women, those who were able to become pregnant were healthier than their nonpregnant counterparts, who included women too ill to become pregnant. Among women with high risk medical conditions, postpartum women had lower rates of acute cardiopulmonary events than did their nonpregnant counterparts (figure 1). In addition, postpartum women may avoid exposure to sources of respiratory viruses in an effort to protect their newborn infants. However, differences between rates of illness in postpartum and nonpregnant women among low risk
women were small, and use of nonpregnant women or women in their first trimester as the reference group would have yielded similar results for this group.

It is unlikely that these findings are due to chance, given the strong duration effect with pregnancy, which is biologically plausible, and the consistent increase in risk among both low and high risk women. The physiologic changes accompanying pregnancy support the concern about increased risk of serious disease with any respiratory illness. With advancing stage of pregnancy, the functional residual capacity of the lungs decreases and baseline oxygen consumption increases (29, 30). It is possible that pregnant women were hospitalized more readily or with less serious morbidity than their nonpregnant counterparts. This potential bias could have a duration-of-pregnancy effect. However, it is clear that during influenza season these types of hospitalizations are much more common, and that use of the experience of pregnant women during peri-influenza season as the comparison controls for this possible bias. In addition, while preferential hospitalization of pregnant women may overestimate the influenza-associated morbidity in pregnant women, it does not overestimate the cost and inconvenience of these hospitalizations in our cohort.

In each year of the study, influenza season comprised about 2.5 months; the remainder of the 6-month period of November through April was classified as peri-influenza season. The choice of this baseline did not influence the relative risk estimates, but it was important in quantifying attributable risk. Our calculation assumed that other respiratory viruses were just as likely to cause serious cardiorespiratory morbidity during peri-influenza season as during influenza season. The Vanderbilt pediatric surveillance data indicate that respiratory syncytial virus season overlapped with influenza season approximately 43 percent of the time from November 1 through April 30 during the years of this study, supporting this assumption (14). If other respiratory viruses were more likely to circulate during the influenza period than during the peri-influenza period, the risk attributed to influenza would be exaggerated. On the other hand, if these other causes of cardiorespiratory illness were more likely to be present at times when influenza virus was not circulating, the effect due to influenza would be masked.

The recognition of late stage pregnancy as a risk factor for influenza-related complications is one of many elements that must be considered before recommending that immunization be routinely administered to pregnant women. Other important factors include the effect of influenza on the fetus, vaccine safety and efficacy, and cost. Pregnant women in their second or third trimester have no major reactions to influenza vaccine, and they achieve antibody levels comparable to those of their age-matched controls (31–33). As part of the Collaborative Perinatal Project of the National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke, 650 children whose mothers received influenza immunization during pregnancy were followed until age 7. Exposed and unexposed children did not differ with regard to the major outcomes of the study—congenital malformations, stillbirths, and selected intelligence and psychomotor variables (34). A smaller study of influenza vaccination included 176 women at all stages of pregnancy. The immunized and non-immunized groups did not differ in terms of pregnancy outcome or infant development through postpartum week 8 (31). While these results are reassuring, larger studies that address these maternal and fetal health and safety issues are needed.

The strengths of our study included the use of both case-control and cohort designs, the large numbers of pregnant women in our database, and the inclusion of 17 influenza seasons. These factors, along with our narrow and broad outcome measurements (data for pneumonia and influenza alone are not shown) and comparisons of peri-influenza and non-influenza seasons, allowed a comprehensive assessment of the impact of influenza on the health of the women in our cohort.

One limitation of our study was the inability to assess the role of acute influenza-related disease in hospitalizations that resulted in delivery. While the risk for these hospitalizations increased with increasing stage of pregnancy, the inclusion of delivery hospitalizations in which a study outcome was also identified may overestimate the health impact of influenza on pregnant women. Alternatively, fever or severe cardiopulmonary illness may cause fetal or maternal distress and precipitate delivery. More research is needed to define the morbidity and costs associated with such hospitalizations and whether these events are detrimental to the fetus.

In this study population, less than 1 percent of all women and less than 3 percent of medically high risk women received influenza immunization. Whether this is due to underreporting or underutilization of influenza immunization in this cohort cannot be determined. The true protective efficacy of vaccination may have been masked in this population, since the highly select group of women who received influenza vaccine may have had markedly different risk factors for our study outcomes. The low numbers of women vaccinated, as well as the differences between groups, may explain the lack of a protective effect of influenza immunization in our analysis.
In summary, women beyond the first trimester of pregnancy have increased numbers of acute cardiopulmonary hospitalizations during influenza season. By the third trimester, the influenza-attributable risk for such hospitalizations is similar to the risk in nonpregnant, medically high risk women for whom vaccination is currently recommended. These data should allow pregnant women and their health care providers to make more informed choices regarding influenza immunization.
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